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Magnetic fields in the star formation process

1) What is the effect of 
magnetic fields on 
fragmentation of 
molecular cloud cores?

R. Beck (MPIfR) Hubble Heritage Team, ESA, NASA

Goldsmith, Heyer, Brunt et al. (2007)
L183

Crutcher et al.  (1993)

Blos < 16 µG

Crutcher et al.  (2003)

Bpos ! 80 µG

n(H2) ! 3 ! 105, N(H2) ! 3 ! 1022, 

Bpos ! 80 G, " ! 2.6

"VNT ! 0.7 Alfvenic

n(H2) ! 1 ! 103, N(H2) ! 3 ! 1021, 

Blos < 16 G, " > 1.4

3) What effect do magnetic fields 
have on the dynamics of the 
interstellar medium?

2) How do magnetic fields affect the 
collapse of molecular clouds to form 
stars?
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Observations suggest molecular clouds are:

mildly supercritical
have beta < 1

marginally super-Alfvenic

(Crutcher 1999, Bourke et al. 2001, Padoan et al. 2004, Heiles & Troland 2005)

Are magnetic fields important?
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Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics 

2h
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N!

j=1

mjW (|r ! rj |, h)

Lucy (1977), Gingold & Monaghan (1977), Monaghan (1992), Price (2004), Monaghan (2005)

solve equations of gas dynamics 
on moving Lagrangian particles: 

resolution follows mass



MHD+SPH: some issues
1) Conservative 
formulation of 
Lorentz force is 
unstable

(Morris 1996)

use force which vanishes for constant stress
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formulate artificial dissipation terms (PM04a)

derive consistent formulation using Lagrangian 
(Price & Monaghan 2004b)

2) Shocks

3) Variable
resolution
lengths



Mach 25 MHD shock (e.g. Balsara 1998)

Current loop advection (e.g. Gardiner & Stone 2007)

Orszag-Tang vortex (everyone)

Test problems

(Price & Monaghan 2004a,b, Price 2004)

(Price & Monaghan 2005, Rosswog & Price 2007)

(Rosswog & Price 2007)



• IGNORE, CLEAN or PREVENT

4) The ∇•B = 0 constraint

B = !! "!"

d!

dt
= 0,

d"

dt
= 0

‘advection of magnetic field lines’

!B
!t

= !" (v "B)IGNORE:
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= !" (v "B)CLEAN: ! · B = 0+

PREVENT:  The “Euler potentials”    

Price & Monaghan 2005, 
Dolag & Stasyszyn 2008

(Euler 1770, Stern 1976, Phillips & Monaghan 1985,  
Price & Bate 2007, Rosswog & Price 2007, PB08)

divergence-free by construction

disadvantages: helicity constraints (A.B = 0)

field growth suppressed once clear mapping from initial to final particle 
distribution is lost - DON’T FOLLOW FIELD WINDING (for long)



Star formation



Magnetic fields in the star formation process

1) What is the effect of 
magnetic fields on 
fragmentation of 
molecular cloud cores?

R. Beck (MPIfR) Hubble Heritage Team, ESA, NASA

Goldsmith, Heyer, Brunt et al. (2007)
L183

Crutcher et al.  (1993)

Blos < 16 µG

Crutcher et al.  (2003)

Bpos ! 80 µG

n(H2) ! 3 ! 105, N(H2) ! 3 ! 1022, 

Bpos ! 80 G, " ! 2.6

"VNT ! 0.7 Alfvenic

n(H2) ! 1 ! 103, N(H2) ! 3 ! 1021, 

Blos < 16 G, " > 1.4

3) What effect do magnetic fields 
have on the dynamics of the 
interstellar medium?

2) How do magnetic fields affect the 
collapse of molecular clouds to form 
stars?



1) What is the effect of 
magnetic fields on 
fragmentation of 
molecular cloud cores?

do magnetic fields suppress (e.g. Hosking and Whitworth 2004) 
or enhance (e.g. Boss 2002) small-scale fragmentation?

how do magnetic fields affect the formation of accretion discs 
and or binary systems?



Single & binary star formation

• dense core R = 4x1016cm (0.013pc, 2674 AU)

• embedded in warm, low density medium

• M=1 Msun in core

• initial uniform Bz field

• T ~10K

• solid body rotation

• equation of state:

P = K!!

" = 1, ! ! 10!14g cm!3,

" = 7/5, ! > 10!14g cm!3,

resolution ~ 300,000 particles in core
(30,000 required to resolve Jeans mass, ie. 

fragmentation)

(Price & Bate 2007)



(Price & Bate 2007)

Effect of magnetic fields on 
circumstellar disc formation:

• discs form later

• less massive

• smaller

• slower accretion rates

• less prone to gravitational 
instability

see also Hennebelle & Fromang (2008), Hennebelle & Ciardi (2009), Mellon & Li (2009), Duffin & Pudritz (2009)



Effect on binary formation

cf. Hennebelle & Teyssier (2009), Mellon & Li (2008), Machida et al. (2008)

a fragmentation crisis? or just should be non-ideal MHD?
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Figure 11. Magnetic cushioning in action. The panels show column density and integrated magnetic field vectors (left-hand side) and integrated magnetic
pressure (right-hand side) at tff = 1.35 in the M/! = 10 run (corresponding to the second row of Fig. 9). The magnetic field, initially in the orbital plane, is
wound up by the differentially rotating cloud to form a ‘cushion’ between the binary, preventing it from merging into a single protostar. Thus, the magnetic
cushion aids binary formation.

Figure 12. Separation of the binary systems shown in Fig. 9 plotted as a
function of time, with field strengths (mass-to-flux ratios) indicated by the
legend.

in this case. The effect of magnetic cushioning is also apparent in
the fact that the runs with M/! = 20, 10 and 7.5 show a trend of
increasing binary separation at closest approach (tff ! 1.35), in con-
trast to Fig. 8 (although all the separations are smaller than in the
aligned-field runs).

5 D I S C U S S I O N

We have conducted a study of how magnetic fields affect the collapse
of homogenous molecular cloud cores and cores with initial m = 2
density perturbations. In both cases, the presence of a magnetic field
produces a delayed collapsed, with a longer delay for stronger fields.
This affect is easily attributed to the effect of the magnetic pressure
on the collapse. The magnetic field gives extra support to the cloud
over the thermal pressure alone; rather than acting like a cloud whose

ratio of thermal energy to the magnitude of gravitational energy " =
0.26 (or 0.35 in the axisymmetric models), the effect of the magnetic
field is to raise the effective value of ".

5.1 The effect of magnetic fields on protostellar discs

In the homogenous simulations, we find that a single protostar (sink
particle) is formed and is surrounded by a disc. Stronger magnetic
fields lead to a delay in the formation time of the protostar as men-
tioned above, but they also decrease the rate of accretion on to the
disc. The disc radius also increases more slowly with time. It is well
known that the rate of infall of mass on to a massive disc is crucial in
generating gravitational instabilities (e.g. Bonnell 1994; Whitworth
et al. 1995; Hennebelle et al. 2004) and, indeed, we see this effect
here. In the purely hydrodynamical case, the disc surrounding the
protostar is gravitationally unstable and exhibits strong spiral den-
sity waves soon after the protostar forms (although the instability is
not strong enough to force the disc to fragment). With a magnetic
field initially aligned with the rotation axis, the slower rate of mass
infall on to the disc leads to a weakening of the gravitational insta-
bility such that for mass-to-flux ratios less than M/! " 10 the spiral
features are very weak (Fig. 3). With a field initially perpendicular
to the rotation axis, the gravitational instability is very weak even
for M/! = 20 (Fig. 5).

Gravitational instabilities in protostellar discs may be important
for several reasons. First, if the gravitational instability is strong
enough, the disc may fragment to form a companion (e.g. Bonnell
1994; Bonnell & Bate 1994a,b; Whitworth et al. 1995; Rice, Lodato
& Armitage 2005). This is particularly relevant to the magnetized
star formation simulations performed by Hosking & Whitworth
(2004a). They began with a rotating cloud that, in the absence of
magnetic fields, formed a single object surrounded by a gravita-
tionally unstable disc that fragmented to form companions. With
magnetic fields initially aligned with the rotation axis, they found
that the disc was much smaller and did not fragment. This is con-
sistent with our simulations in that we also find that magnetic fields

C# 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation C# 2007 RAS, MNRAS 377, 77–90

“Magnetic cushioning”



1) What is the effect of 
magnetic fields on 
fragmentation of 
molecular cloud cores?

• Magnetic fields (even at supercritical strengths) can 
severely inhibit disc formation.

• Magnetic fields can prevent binary formation.

• Net effect of magnetic fields is always to suppress 
fragmentation
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L183
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3) What effect do magnetic fields 
have on the dynamics of the 
interstellar medium?

2) How do magnetic fields affect the 
collapse of molecular clouds to form 
stars?



What is the role of magnetic fields in the turbulent star formation picture?

How does the presence of magnetic fields at observed strengths affect the 
statistics and timescales of star formation?

2) How do magnetic fields affect 
the collapse of molecular clouds 
to form stars?



can magnetic fields explain 
differences in star formation 

rate/efficiency between clouds?

Li, Dowell, Goodman, Hildebrand and Novak (2009)
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• 50 solar mass cloud

• diameter 0.375 pc, nH2 = 3.7 x 104

• initial uniform B field

• T=10K

• turbulent velocity field P(k)∝k-4

• RMS Mach number 6.7

• barotropic equation of state

Price & Bate (2008)

vary magnetic field strength...

P = K!!

" = 1, ! ! 10!13g cm!3,

" = 7/5, ! > 10!13g cm!3.

Magnetic fields in star cluster formation

Magnetised version of Bate, Bonnell & Bromm (2003)



Magnetic fields in star cluster formation 7

Figure 4. Evolution of the magnetic field in each of the magnetised runs (M/! = 20, 10, 5 and 3, top to bottom) shown at intervals of 0.4 cloud free-fall

times (left to right). Plots show streamlines of the integrated magnetic field direction overlaid on a colour map of the column-integrated magnetic pressure,

normalised in each case relative to the initial magnetic pressure (see colour bars). The weaker field runs (top two rows) show strong compression of the

magnetic field by the gas, whilst in the stronger field cases (bottom two rows) the field is very effective at providing support to the outer regions of the cloud

where the column density maps show anisotropic structure parallel to the field lines (Figure 1).

expected in ideal MHD due to the high numerical resistivity present

on small scales (although this may not be completely unrepresen-

tative since we have also neglected physical diffusion processes).

Nonetheless, the figures serve to starkly illustrate how the effect of

the magnetic field on large scales can have a significant influence

on both the degree and manner of star formation which occurs in

the cloud.

4.3.1 Hydrodynamic run

In the hydrodynamic case (leftmost column), star formation initi-

ates in three dense cores (two of which are shown in the tff = 1.1
panel, the other collapses to the top left of this figure and is vis-

ible at tff = 1.17). The two protostars shown in the tff = 1.1
panel accrete gas rapidly to reach masses of around 0.1 and 0.3M! .

The accretion flow forms massive discs around each of these stars,

both of which subsequently fragment to give a triple and quadruple

(double binary) system, respectively, from each of which low mass

members are ejected (though some “dance” around the combined

c! 2007 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13









Magnetic 
cushioning 

in voids



even stronger field...



Magnetic fields in star cluster formation 5

Figure 1. Global cloud evolution, shown as column density in the cloud at intervals of 0.2 cloud free-fall times (top to bottom) for the five runs of progressively
increasing magnetic field strength (left to right), parametrised in terms of the mass-to-flux ratio of the cloud in units of the critical value. Thus M/! = !

is a hydrodynamic evolution whilst the strongest field run is M/! = 3 (that is, supercritical by a factor of 3). Note the large voids and vertical filamentary

structure in the strongly magnetised runs.

At later times (tff > 0.8) there are further differences in the
global cloud evolution. The most obvious of these is that in the

M/! = 5 and 3 runs large voids are present in the cloud which are
completely absent from the hydrodynamic calculation (e.g. com-

paring the rightmost panels of the second last and last rows with

the hydrodynamic run). These features appear as a result of large

scale magnetic flux which remains threaded through the cloud, il-

lustrated further in Figure 3 which shows a zoomed-in portion of

the cloud from the M/! = 5 run. The plot shows column density
(top panel) together with a plot of the column-integrated magnetic

pressure and a map of the integrated magnetic field with strength

and direction given by the arrows (bottom panel). The single sink

particle which has formed at this point in this simulation is shown in

black. Clearly visible is a large void structure to the immediate left

c" 2007 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13

beta < 1beta > 1

“stripiness”



Goldsmith, Heyer, Brunt et al. (2007)

Taurus

“Magnetically aligned velocity 
anisotropy” (Heyer et al. 2008) 



angle,8 !p. The length of the vectors is proportional to the mea-
sured fractional polarized intensity of the star, with a vector of
5% fractional polarization shown in the key at the bottom left. In
the regions covered by the cloud there is a remarkable agreement
between the orientation of the polarization vectors and the di-
rection of the cloud’s filaments. By contrast, in the area l ! "2#

and b $ "3# there is very little absorption associated with the
cloud and these regions show disordered polarization vectors.
Referring only to the area covered by the cloud (l > "3#, b >
"3#), the mean polarization angle is h!pi% 53# & 11#. The
polarization angle for polarization arising from polarization
of background starlight is parallel to the magnetic field direc-
tion such that the angle of the magnetic field, !B, also equals
53# & 11#.

Stellar polarization measurements probe the magnetic field
integrated along the line of sight, which can lead to a superpo-
sition of structures in the observed vectors. Because we initially
included all stars out to 2 kpc distance it is also possible that the
magnetic field orientation observed is not associated with the
R-C cloud, but located behind it. To test this we examined only
stars out to a distance of 200 pc and found that, although the
sample size is smaller, the mean polarization angle agreed with
h!pi % 53# to within the standard deviation of the full sample.
This suggests that the dominant magnetic structure along this
line of sight lies within 200 pc and the very good alignment with
the R-C H i strands suggests that they are related.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Magnetic Field Strength

Measurements of stellar polarization do not directly yield a
measurement of the strength of the magnetic field. However,

Chandrasekhar & Fermi (1953) suggested that the variance in an
ensemble of polarization measurements can be used to estimate
the strength of the field. This method is often applied to mea-
surements of starlight polarization due to dust (e.g., Andersson
& Potter 2006) and has been tested against theoretical MHD
models by Heitsch et al. (2001) and Ostriker et al. (2001). The
technique assumes that turbulence in the magnetized medium
will randomize the magnetic field and that the stronger the reg-
ular field is, the less it is disturbed by turbulence. Using the
Chandrasekhar-Fermi (C-F) method, as modified by Heitsch
et al. (2001) the strength of the magnetic field in the plane of the
sky can be estimated as

hBi2 % "4#$
%2
v

%(tan &p)
2
; '5(

where %v , is the turbulent line width for the R-C filaments, $
is the density of the medium, &p ) !p " h!pi, and " is a correc-
tion factor (e.g., Heitsch et al. 2001). For small values of &p ,
%(tan &p) * %(&p). The derived magnetic field depends on the
assumed value for ". Heitsch et al. (2001) found that for simu-
lated molecular clouds the value of " required to reconcile the
C-F estimated field strength and the input field was in the range
0.2–1, with an average value of 0.5 for the ensemble of simu-
lated clouds. Ostriker et al. (2001) also found an average correc-
tion factor of 0.5 for simulated molecular clouds, although with
a smaller dispersion.

To estimate the magnetic field strength in the R-C cloud
we will adopt " % 0:5. The dispersion in the measured stellar
polarization angles toward the R-C cloud is %(&p) * 11# and,
as before, $ % 1:4mHnH % 1:1 ; 10"21 g cm"3 and %v % %turb %
1:4 km s"1. We therefore estimate that hBi + 60 'G. Because of
the uncertainty in the correction factor, ", for a given cloud, the
field strength estimated from the C-F method must be regarded
as a rough estimate, probably only good to within a factor of 2.

As an alternative to the C-F method, we can estimate the mag-
netic field strength assuming equipartition of the magnetic and
kinetic energy densities in the cloud. The R-C cloud filaments
appear to be very straight compared with other structures ob-
served in the ISM. Magnetic tension can provide a mechanism
for holding filaments straight against turbulent effects. For the
magnetic field to dominate the structure it must dominate over
internal turbulence and gravitational effects. We can estimate the
relative contributions of the kinetic, gravitational, and magnetic
energy densities,KGM, respectively. The kinetic energy density
for an H i cloud is given by

K % 3=2(1:4mH)nH%
2 % 2:1 ; 10"33 NH!v 2

!s
ergs cm"3; '6(

where !v is in km s"1 and !s is in pc. Considering just the
filaments of the R-C cloud, where NH + 1 ; 1020 cm"2, !v +
3:5 km s"1, and!s * 0:07 pc if the filaments are cylinders, then
the kinetic energy density is K % 3:7 ; 10"11 ergs cm"3. If the
filaments are edge-on ribbons instead of cylinders then the kinetic
energy density will be smaller.

If we approximate the filaments as cylinders of r % !s/2 and
length L, then the total gravitational energy is given by W %
"GM 2 /L (Fiege & Pudritz 2000) and the gravitational energy
density is

G % G#(1:4mHnHr)
2; '7(

8 The polarization angles are measured such that !p % 0# when the vector
points toward up and increases in a clockwise direction.

Fig. 6.—H i image of the R-C cloud at v % 4:95 km s"1 overlaid with vectors
of stellar polarization fromHeiles (2000). Themeasured polarization vectors are
aligned with the magnetic field direction. The length of the vectors is propor-
tional to the measured fractional polarized intensity, with the scale given by the
5% fractional polarized intensity vector shown by the scale of the vector in the
bottom left corner.

STRANDS OF COLD HYDROGEN 1345No. 2, 2006Riegel-Crutcher Cloud (McClure-Griffiths et al. 2006)



Figure 1: Integrated intensity of 13CO in Taurus. The scale of antenna temperature corrected for main beam efficiency runs from
0.5 K km s!1 to 10 K km s!1. The strongest emission comes from the “molecular ring”, the B18 cloud, and the L1495 filament.

Figure 2: Integrated intensity of 12CO in Taurus. The scale of antenna temperature corrected for main beam efficiency runs from
1.0 K km s!1 to 12 K km s!1. The diffuse emission is seen in the center and upper left portion of the image. The very striated
nature of this gas is particularly striking. Note also the filaments extending from almost all of the boundaries of the highly molecular
regions.

Protostars and Planets V 2005 8268.pdf

13CO
Goldsmith, Heyer, Brunt et al. (2007)

“A hole...[where] it appears 
that some agent has been 

responsible for dispersing the 
molecular gas” 



Combined radiation and MHD

(using Smoothed Particle Radiation-Magnetohydrodynamics:  
Whitehouse & Bate 2005, Whitehouse et al. 2006, Price & Bate 2009)



Effect on star formation rate / efficiency

Hyd

Hyd+RT

MF10

MF10
+RT

MF5

MF5+RT

MF3+RT

MF3

...strong field calculations in best agreement with observed ~few % per free-fall time
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Figure 7. Initial mass functions at tff = 1.5 for each of the five runs, in order of increasing magnetic field strength (left to right, top to bottom) and the
cumulative fractional number of stars as a function of mass in all four cases (bottom right panel), with lines corresponding to the hydrodynamic run (black,

solid), M/! = 20 (red, dotted), M/! = 10 (green, dashed),M/! = 5 (blue, long-dashed) andM/! = 3 (magenta, dot-dashed). The vertical dashed line

in each case indicates the characteristic mass in the hydrodynamic run.

of the cluster (which fragments spectacularly in the M/! = 20
run) is at earlier times much less massive and forms only an ac-

creting binary system (tff = 1.29 in Figure 6), though the mass
accretion onto this system at later times (tff > 1.33, centre panel
of last three rows in Figure 6) causes further fragmentation.

4.3.4 M/! = 5

The star formation sequence in theM/! = 5 run (Figure 5, fourth
column) is almost unrecognisable compared to the hydrodynamic

case. The first fragmentation occurs in this case in a disc which ap-

pears edge-on in Figure 5 (tff = 1.1 panel) – that is, perpendicular
to the global magnetic field direction. Whilst this disc fragments to

form a multiple system from which a brown dwarf is ejected, the

subsequent accretion and thus star formation occurs at a dramati-

c! 2007 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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solid), M/! = 20 (red, dotted), M/! = 10 (green, dashed),M/! = 5 (blue, long-dashed) andM/! = 3 (magenta, dot-dashed). The vertical dashed line

in each case indicates the characteristic mass in the hydrodynamic run.

of the cluster (which fragments spectacularly in the M/! = 20
run) is at earlier times much less massive and forms only an ac-

creting binary system (tff = 1.29 in Figure 6), though the mass
accretion onto this system at later times (tff > 1.33, centre panel
of last three rows in Figure 6) causes further fragmentation.

4.3.4 M/! = 5

The star formation sequence in theM/! = 5 run (Figure 5, fourth
column) is almost unrecognisable compared to the hydrodynamic

case. The first fragmentation occurs in this case in a disc which ap-

pears edge-on in Figure 5 (tff = 1.1 panel) – that is, perpendicular
to the global magnetic field direction. Whilst this disc fragments to

form a multiple system from which a brown dwarf is ejected, the

subsequent accretion and thus star formation occurs at a dramati-
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Effect on Stellar Masses

reduction in relative fraction of low mass objects 
due to decreased importance of dynamical ejections



• magnetic fields strongly affect the star formation rate 
resulting in a lower efficiency per free-fall time

• magnetic fields affect the Initial Mass Function by 
reducing the importance of dynamical interactions, 
resulting in fewer very low mass objects

• strong magnetic fields (beta < 1) lead to large scale 
magnetic-pressure supported voids in the cloud, 
anisotropic turbulent motions and column density 
striations in the low density envelope (and these are 
observed!)

2) How do magnetic fields affect 
the collapse of molecular clouds 
to form stars?



3) What effect do 
magnetic fields have on 
the dynamics of the 
interstellar medium?



two-phase mixture of cold (100K) and warm (104 K) gas (+ magnetic field)

Dobbs & Price (2008)

The dynamics of magnetic fields in galaxies
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Figure 1. The spiral arm structure of the disc is shown for the single phase simulations with cold (100 K) gas after 250 Myr. The vectors
indicate the magnetic field integrated through z, i.e.

R

Bxdz and
R

Bydz. The ratio of the thermal to magnetic pressure, !, for each
plot (also marked) is 106 (top left), 10 (top right), 1 (bottom left), 0.1 (bottom right). The degree of structure in the disc is reduced as
magnetic field strength increases.

clumps along the spiral arms and substructure perpendicu-
lar to the spiral arms when ! = 1 (magnetic pressure ! gas
pressure) but the density of these features is much less, and
the inter-arm structure is much less distinct. For the case of
a strong magnetic field, with ! = 0.1 (Fig. 1, bottom right),
there is a strong contrast to the models with a weak field
(Fig. 1, top). There is little substructure and the spiral arms
are much more continuous and smooth. The spiral arms are
also much broader for the higher magnetic field strengths.

Subsections of the disc for these results are shown Fig. 2,
which more e!ectively highlight the inter-arm features and
magnetic fields. The density contrast of the inter-arm struc-
tures is clearer for the cases where the magnetic field is
weaker than the gas pressure (top panels). These features
are more distinct, and between the two inner arms, attain
higher densities. For the ! = 0.1 and ! = 1 runs (stronger
field), the structure of gas leaving the arms is much more

continuous, hence the spiral arm appears broader. The re-
duction in the strength of the shock also means that the
inter-arm regions are more dense. Consequently the density
of the inter-arm structure when ! is 0.1 does not deviate
significantly from the mean density in the disc and general
clumpiness of the gas. By comparison there are relatively
empty areas in the inter-arm regions in the essentially hy-
drodynamic case and when ! = 10.

We performed further simulations with a gas tempera-
ture of 104 K, which we show in Fig 3. The top two pan-
els show the case for ! = 1. The shock is much weaker
(the gas barely shocks at all) and the spiral arms are com-
pletely smooth and continuous. The structure for the sim-
ulations where ! = 100 is not significantly di!erent from
non-magnetic runs (see Dobbs & Bonnell 2006) in which
there is also no substructure, but the shock is much weaker
when ! = 1 due to the magnetic field.

c! 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15

Dobbs & Price (2008)

magnetic fields suppress but do not eliminate small scale structure



warm gas only: no structure, ordered fields

β = 1β = 100



Presence of both cold and warm gas 
key to producing relative amounts of 

ordered/disordered field
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Figure 13. A synthetic polarisation map for the two phase sim-
ulation where ! = 5 for the cold gas. The arrows (B!vectors) are
constructed from the Stokes Q and U parameters and the con-
tours show the total synchrotron intensity (Stokes I parameter)
smoothed to a beam size of 0.7 kpc (ie. hbeam = 0.35 kpc).

of galaxies even find that the magnetic spiral arms do not
coincide with the optical spiral arms where star formation is
occurring (Beck & Hoernes 1996). This phenomenon cannot
be explained purely by the dynamics of spiral shocks, as is
evident from our models.

3.5.3 Cold Neutral Medium

Unfortunately there are no corresponding observations of
the magnetic field in cold HI on galactic scales. Zeeman split-
ting has recently been used to determine magnetic fields in
cold HI structures in the Arecibo survey (Heiles & Troland
2005), but this method requires strong magnetic fields. Fur-
thermore the observations do not provide spatial informa-
tion on the magnetic field, rather a median field strength of
6µ G. The cold gas in the spiral arms of our simulations has
a field strength of around 3µ G in the two phase simulations
and when ! = 1. We find a comparatively greater increase
in the magnetic field strength in the shocks for the cold gas
than warm gas, typically by a factor of 5-10.

Li, Gri!n, Krejny, Novak, Loewenstein, Newcomb,
Calisse & Chuss (2006) calculate order parameters (i.e. the
ratio of the ordered to total field) of ! 0.2 " 0.4 in several
! 100 pc size GMCs, where the configuration of the mag-
netic fields in the GMCs is thought to be a consequence of
the external magnetic field rather than internal sources. We
expect more detailed calculations to show whether GMCs in
computational models exhibit a similar degree of order.

4 CONCLUSION

We have performed simulations of galactic discs subject to
a spiral potential with a range of field strengths. The main
results we have discussed are 1) the reduction in structure
across the disc as the magnetic field strength increases, and

2) the possibility of spiral shocks inducing an irregular mag-
netic field in the ISM.

As the strength of the magnetic field increases, the
strength of the spiral shocks and therefore density of the
spiral arms are reduced. This is as expected from the anal-
ysis of Roberts & Yuan (1970). Consequently the formation
of spurs is increasingly suppressed for higher magnetic field
strength. The spiral arms themselves are more continuous
and clumps along the spiral arms are less dense. This sup-
ports previous 2D results (Shetty & Ostriker 2006; Tanaka
et al. 2005) which find that both Kelvin-Helmholtz and grav-
itational instabilities are reduced or prevented by magnetic
fields (although we do not relate the structure in our simu-
lations to these instabilities, our overall conclusions agree).
We compare the addition of the magnetic field to an increase
in thermal pressure, in that both provide a pressure which
oppose the formation of structure, and smooth out the gas.

Nonetheless, we still find significant inter-arm struc-
ture with the presence of a magnetic field, unlike the results
(those which are non-self gravitating) of Shetty & Ostriker
(2006). The di"erence reflects that we have included the cold
component of the ISM in our simulations. Inhomogeneities
present in the initial random distribution of gas become am-
plified by spiral shocks. With warm gas or strong magnetic
fields, these inhomogeneities are smoothed out by the pres-
sure. For our calculations with cold gas, substructure is only
prevented when the ratio of gas to magnetic pressure (!) is
! 0.1. For ! " 1, spurs perpendicular to the arm still form
for the cold gas. Furthermore the additional pressure pro-
vided by warm gas in the two-phase results increases the
longevity of structure in the inter-arm regions, even when
the magnetic field dominates for the cold gas.

We find that whilst the ISM appears highly structured
in observations, we would expect a higher degree of struc-
ture with relatively weak magnetic fields. For instance, the
two phase model where ! = 5 retains much more struc-
ture typical of grand design galaxies compared to the case
where ! = 0.5. Current observations suggest that magnetic
pressure exceeds thermal pressure (Heiles & Troland 2005).
We however note that ! exhibits a range of values in our
simulations, and ! tends to be take smaller values in the
spiral arms and dense gas (for a given temperature), which
are more likely to correspond with observations. Possibly a
more complete treatment of the ISM in future work, and
further observations of the CNM will allow a better com-
parison.

The magnetic field is compressed by the spiral shocks,
again as expected from analysis of MHD shocks (Roberts &
Yuan 1970; Priest 1982). The relative increase in the mag-
netic field strength is greater where the shock is stronger.
However the most intriguing result from our simulations is
the possibility that spiral shocks generate an irregular mag-
netic field. This process has not been identified in previous
simulations, which we attribute to the fact that they have
not included a cold phase. Galaxies are known to contain a
random component of the field, but it is usually supposed
that this is due to supernovae and/or feedback from stars.
We therefore postulate that spiral shocks are important in
generating disorder in the magnetic field, whilst simulta-
neously inducing a velocity dispersion in the gas (Bonnell,
Dobbs, Robitaille & Pringle 2006; Kim, Kim & Ostriker
2006; Dobbs et al. 2006). The degree of order in the disc,
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• presence of magnetic fields tend to suppress (but not 
eliminate) small scale ISM structure in galaxies produced 
by cold gas in clumpy shocks

• presence of cold gas induces significant disorder in the 
magnetic field

3) What effect do magnetic 
fields have on the dynamics 
of the interstellar medium 
(and vice versa)?



Dobbs, Pringle & Theis (2010)



• many of the issues plaguing Smoothed Particle Magnetohydrodynamics 
for decades have now been resolved and the method is being applied 
successfully to real astrophysical problems

• magnetic fields significantly alter fragmentation in star forming cores, 
leading potentially to problems with formation of discs and binary stars.

• strong magnetic fields lead to large scale voids, anisotropic turbulent 
motions and column density `stripes’ aligned with the field lines in 
collapsing molecular clouds

• magnetic fields strongly affect the star formation rate and possibly also 
the initial mass function.

• magnetic fields can be important in more ways than one! Most 
important for molecular clouds is as a source of pressure.

Summary


